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Preface
The Twelfth International Congress on Computational and Applied Mathematics was held at the University of
Leuven, (Belgium) from July 10th to July 14th, 2006. The Congress concentrated on the analysis of computational and
mathematical techniques for solving scientiﬁc and engineering problems. In the tradition of the congress also a social
program was offered to the participants, including a guided walk through Leuven, an evening visit to Brussels, and a
congress dinner.
The invited speakers were Ostermann A. (Austria), Vandenberghe L. (USA), Gander M. (Switzerland), Simoncini
V. (Italy), Govaerts W. (Belgium), Yang H. (Hong Kong), and Jansen M. (The Netherlands). The congress attracted
over 150 participants, many of which contributed to the success of the Congress by presenting a paper. The contributed
papers were scheduled in parallel sessions on topics such as:
• approximation and interpolation
• computational physics and chemistry
• complex analysis and special functions
• mathematical programming and optimization
• mathematical ﬁnance
• nonlinear equations
• numerical linear algebra
• numerical software
• ordinary differential equations
• parallel and high performance computing
• partial differential equations
• quadrature and integral equations.
This volume represents the Proceedings of the Congress. It contains the text of 35 presented papers. We sincerely
wish to thank the referees who helped us in doing the editorial work. Their efforts, corrections and suggestions for
improvement made it possible to publish scientiﬁc papers of high quality.
We thank the University of Leuven for the hospitality. Financial support was offered by the Scientiﬁc Research
Network on Advanced Numerical Methods for Mathematical Modelling (FWO-Vlaanderen, WO.012.01N), and by the
Faculty of Sciences of the Ghent University. Also the support of Catriona Fennell of Elsevier (North Holland) and her
staff is gratefully acknowledged. Last but not least we express our gratitude to all participants for their contribution
and for making the Congress an interesting and pleasant event.
Conference directors: M.J. Goovaerts, S. Vandewalle and Van Daele.
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